Contact stress transients during functional loading of ankle stepoff incongruities.
Cartilage deformation demonstrates viscoelastic behavior due to its unique structure. However, nearly all contact studies investigating incongruity-associated changes in cartilage surface stresses have been static tests. These tests have consistently measured only modest increases in contact stresses, even with large incongruities. In this study, an experimental approach measuring real-time contact stresses in human cadaveric ankles during quasi-physiologic motion and loading was used to determine how stepoff incongruities of the distal tibia affected contact stresses and contact stress gradients. Peak instantaneous contact stresses, in ankles with stepoffs between 1.0 and 4.0mm of the anterolateral articular surface, increased by between 2.3 x and 3.0 x compared to the corresponding intact ankle values. Peak instantaneous contact stress gradients in stepoff configurations increased by between 1.9 x and 2.6 x the corresponding intact configuration values. Anatomic reduction of the displaced fragment restored intact contact stresses and contact stress gradients. Intact and anatomic configurations demonstrated a heterogeneous population of low-magnitude, randomly oriented contact stress gradient vectors in contrast to high-magnitude, preferentially oriented gradients in stepoff configurations. Peak instantaneous contact stresses may be important pathomechanical determinants of post-traumatic arthritis. Abnormal contact stress gradients could cause regional pathological disturbances in cartilage stress and interstitial fluid distribution. Measuring contact stresses and contact stress gradients during motion allowed potential incongruity-associated pathologic changes in loading that occur over the complete motion cycle to be investigated.